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H’S MY WAY, by Robert Coulson

Those of you who recall the last issue (yeah, you; the stupid looking one 
over in the corner) may wonder why this VARDY is mimeographed, inasmuch as in 
said previous issue I remarked upon our acquisition of a multilith. Rest assured, 
we still own the machine. So far, however, we. haven11 been able to get it prop
erly adjusted. Mainly because we know from nothing about the machine and our 
experiments so far have all ended with our sending a sample of the results to 
Lynn Hickman and George Scithers, accompanied by a wail of "What did we do 
wrong tliis time?" (You’d be amazed at the number of things that can go wrong . . . 
with a multilith,) Right now I am planning on one final grand assault - I got 
some new equipment today - after which we let the tiling set until we can af
ford to pay a Multilith repairman to look at it, (Or until George or Lynn drops 
in for a visit,) Multilith repairmen, we discovered, charge $12 per hour, tho 
time starting when they leave the office - and the office is 50 miles from hero. 
The machine does run - that is, it feeds the paper and applies ink to it. The 
problem is in getting it to apply the ink where we want it; the machine seems 
to have delusions of being a non-representational artist. Hopefully by the time 
you read this we’ll have the thing running, (Or at least, I hope so; 1 know you ’ R 
don’t care, you ghouls. You probably think it’s funny.) ■ R
HORIZONS (Warner) First, it seems I was in error when I said in the last VANDY 
that nobody has to either pay for or return unordered merchandise. Nobody in 
Indiana, hew Jersey, and one or two other states have to, but apparently people 
in more backward areas like Maryland are still required to either pay or return, 
Little 'item in CONSUMER REPORTS awhile back cn it.

Airplane vs. bus service. Industries demand good air connections because 
their executives like to fly to conferences. Whoever heard of a vice-president 
of a corporation going anywhere on a bus? (Hartford City has been losing es
tablished industry and new prospects, both, because of an inadequate airport. 
It doesn’t really bother me; I’m here in the first place because I don’t like 
burgeoning cities. But it gets the local chamber of commerce all worked up.) 
So the cities provide what the industries want; what do they care about the aver- : 
age citizen? Let- him buy a car, 'x'a

THE VINEGAR WORM (Leman) Don’t recall if you get CONSUMER REPORTS or not; if , -M* 
not, you might be interested in the following quote from the Feb, 1969 issue, 
"People who answered advertisements of Leslie Goodwins Productions, Inc,, Los 
Angeles, soliciting plays, stories, or ideas for movies and television were not
ified that their offerings had been "accepted for collaboration" and asked to 
pay 9279.for "collaboration services", even though the ads promised a "free" 
examination and did not mention any fees. So stated a complaint filed by the 
Attorney General of California, who said further,,,.,," and so on, "An injunct
ion handed down by a California superior court barred Goodwins Productions from 
soliciting material for the purpose of charging the author a fee. It also barred 
Goodwins from continuing to use certain misrepresentations in ads. In the long 
list of such misrepresentations were: indicating that Leslie Goodwins was a 
director of leading television programs, when in fact he had been only an as
sistant; indicating that no special talent is needed to write the stories.,," 
And so on, "The Goodwins firm paid a penalty of $5500." That will do a lot of 
deterring, now...... But I suppose it’s better than ignoring them,

A lovely, lovely, lovely issue. Man, like, you write funny.



SELF-PRESERVATION (Hoffman) Leo Hoffman’s heroes shoot cap pistols.
Gee, all I ever found was one crummy arrowhead. Of course, I suppose the 

place to find, artifacts would be in an elderly city; the countryside has boon so 
thoroughly picked over. Good luck on your scavenging.

1*11 bo wary of turtles in the future, too. Damn if I’m going to risk them 
collecting an;7 of my teeth; I don’t have any to:spare.

WARHOON (Bergeron) Willis and Shaw were groat. I don’t recall any American loco
motive being sunk, but I believe we did have one rammed by a steamboat some 
years ago.
THIS THING (Sanders) Incidentally, I’m glad Joe obtained his move so fully. Last 
fall I mentioned that I might see him’ shortly in Indiahapolis, and after a short 
wait I got a reply from Fargo, horth Dakota. That sort of tiling tends to worry 
me.....

depersonalization. That’s one that I have trouble generating any .sympathy 
for. (“Because you have the hide of a rhinocerous and a head to match'-1-, my 
friends tell mo.) Well, yes, but the point is I wasn’t born with a firm (and 
over-optimistic?) belief in mj7 own worth; I developed'it. What I can do, other 
people can do. So business treats mo as an interchangeable unit - so? I think 
one contributing factor is tills driving urge to succeed, to makd money, that 

’ has been fostered in this country. (Or is tliat just another symptom? Lon strive 
to succeed because it’s the only way they know how- to reinforce-their sagging 
ego's. They have to prove themselves, constantly, because down deep they don’t 
believe in themselves.) It’s a vicious cycle; in order to sucqeed most people 
have to accept positions as interchangeable units, and if they decide they .don’t, 
like it they’re afraid to quit, Anyway, I’m so far out of all that that 1 don’t 
really understand it - as tills paragraph probably proves.

■j I.had a .vicious cyclo once; it rammed a spoke in my leg,
DIASPAR II (Carr) I agree pretty fully with your facts, and I DON’T LIRE THE 

* RESULTS, “Laugh-In" was good for one year and is .currently a big fat bore. The 
new writers -including Larry Liven - aren’t as good as everyone in fanzines 
says they are. (Some of them are good - but not that good,) hsybe it’s just 
because I don't see much connection between an ordered universe (which of course 
never existed) and organized fiction. I havo yet to read any fiction that re
flects more than an infinitesimal fragment of the? universe, and those fragments 
can bo quite orderly, I see no particular reason for reading fiction that is 
just like real life'; I’m in contact with real life every day ‘anyway. Why both
er to read about it when you can live it? Tall: about escapism....
DYNATRON (Tackett) Goe, Roy, I don’t have to wonder about how I come across to 
my readers; they’re a.Lways telling me about it, in no uncertain terms, (They’re 
right, too...!.)
TRILL (»Jells) I think I agree with you in general, but you left out one item; 
equality of punishment, I don’t moan so much tliat a Negro will.get a longer 
jai.L term than a white for the same offense (though he generally -will), but 
tliat a corporation can do too many things that an individual can’t. An individ
ual who swindles his neighbor can bo jailed, or fined heavily enough to make 
hi in think twice about the risk. 1 company caught defrauding its customers is 
usually fined loss than the amount of profit it made, and of course it-goes 
right ahead,.And individuals tend to feel that what’s a mugging or two compared 
to tho money Leslie Goodwins Productions took from the suckers? (Expressed, pf 
course, as "they" rather than by giving specific names. “They" get away.with 
it - why shouldn’t I? Why, indeed?) A good share of this country’s disrespect 
for iqw was brought on by tho sort of lair we nave, (l ot all of it, .but a good 
share,) , 1



SERCOH’S ВАНЕ (Busby) I certainly wouldn’t recognize you in the disguise men
tioned, but then Juanita constantly tells me I’m unobservant. I think maybe it’s 
a basic disinterest in people. Or maybe just a basic disinterest in people xrho 
put on funny costumes?
CACOETHES (Pelz) Enjoyed, but no comment.
HELENAS FAi'TASIA (Wesson) If youth really grows wiser as it grows older, why do 
so many adults get drunk regularly? Everything you said about "pot" was true - 
and is equally true about alcohol. Never having used marijuana, I don’t know if 
it can be used in moderation or not, but I’m told it can, LSD is something else, 
HEUTE (Pavlat) On cremation, I take my stand along with hark Twain. (UI told the 
preacher I wanted to be cremated when I died and he said ’I don’t think you need 
to worry’,u) Hmmm.,,, "I aid helping at one of the Citizens for nunphery-^uskie 
groups..." Ho wonder Humphrey lost; all those people’you talked to probably 
couldn’t locate his name on the ballot. I don’t think Ninon -trill be a catastrophe 
(though Walter Hickel in Interior may be), but I didn’t vote for him. (I figured 
I’d voted for him the last time, and once was enough.)
hOaiSHIHE (iioffatt)' You can tell we’re out in the sticks; I hadn’t even heard of .. 
"The English" (not having read the FAPA nailing until tonight) until the paper
back came out on the stands, last week, I looked at the book, and the price, and 
decided I might pick it up sometime when I have more money to throw away.

That seems to be all the comments, I would like to thank all you good 
people who published eon reports, however; it reduced my reading time enormous
ly, Actually, I skimmed more fanzines this mailing than I probably should have; 
I didn’t feel like perusing every word in the nailing,

maybe nent issue Trill be multilithed?
Lou know how it is when you submit material to fanzine and it folds without 

publishing it? Or join a club and it immediately disintegrates? I figure I’vo 
helped kill off at least threp clubs and half a dozen fanzines in my time, but 
now I’m going on to bettor tilings. The last publisher to accept a "Thomas 
Stratton" stf novel is in the process of-.going bankrupt. (No, I don’t mean 
Aco; we’d had. a series accepted - but not paid for - by this cruddy little Wis
consin publisher.) Do you suppose I have the Power?

Somebody can doodle hero, or maybe Juanita can put an illo.
■ RSC

EGGS AND EARRCW30NE Actually, I’ve decided to skip illos altogether thia- . 
time. If I’m to have any ezqiectation of uettino this 

to the nailer before the deadline, it has to bo done and ready to ^o by tomorrow 
morning. Since it’s now ^pn and I have a few other things to do today,.,. 

Actually, I, probably don’t take the, proper approach to apain^. According 
to confirmed Cultist George xieap I know I don’t. I enjoy many of the people in 
Fapa — some of them are among ray very favorite people —'butthe cocktail party 
analogy may disegura^e mo from participating as much as I night. Like the party, 
I’ve found in thq past that the people I was most interested in talkino to oc
casionally wandered away for a year or so between conversations. Now it looks 
as if I’m joined then in that particular habit, 

haybe ne:± issue will be multilithed. .^e are plannin^ to take a plunge of 
sorts and commit to nultilith for the пезЛ issue of Yandro, which nay or may not 
be traumatic. I adore sone of the art effects on^can oet with nultilith, but I 
am findin^ that with the corresponding lovely blacks one inherits a plentitude 
of rollers, knobs, wheels and almost uncountable things that can Oo wron^ with 
the beast.



I doubt I shall ever be as comfortable with the multilith as I’ve been with 
the. Tower and the Gestetnor. For one tiling, I no longer feel the master of my 
printing press. It’s dangerous to get mad at something that weighs 800 lbs and 
can iron you into a black cornflake if you’re not careful. I always felt' safe in 
cursing at tne mimeographs, The least they could do was become annoyin^, Irv- 
ing the liultilith has teeth.

HORIZONS (Warner) Milwaukee, the one fair sized city with which I’m moderately 
acquainted, has very good bus service. To prevent robberies they have recently 
be^un usings correct change or token setup, with the drivers carrying no change. 
But the routes are usefully close to where I, at least, want to д when I’m in 
the city, the fares are reasonable, the frequency of busses quite adequate even 
in the bitterly cold winters Milwaukee features. Ft. Wayne, on the other hand, 
is in that never-never category of cities desiring bus service: too bi . to get 
alon^ without any during its rush hours and too small for tTid bus НпёЧо earn 
its keep between rush hours. As a result the bus business is, according to the 
papers, in an almost perpetual crisis, with outraged citizens and head-in-hands 
city councilmen mutually a_onizin0 and nobody comin0 up with a very good solu
tion. _ Apparently subsidation is impossible in a city with Ft. .Jayne’s tax base.

1 don’t know how it is in na^erstown, but in a number of cities it’s expect
ed taat if you intend to teach in the same school system the coming fall, you 
sib13 your contract before school is out in the spring, Otherwise, yourposition 
is up for ^raos and the super goes recruiting at the nearest teachers’ college. 
Not true everywhere of course, but often enough to make some teachers virtual 
slaves of the school systems in which they teach, and then, too, some teachers’ 
strikes have not been for more wages for themselves but for improvement in the 
deal tne scnool system itself ^ets from taxpayers and citizens. One has to know 
tne situation to make judgments, Teachino is as hard to generalize on as any 
other profession.

:Laybe.you can’t find it in your heart to censure smokers, but I can, I’ve 
aoout; had it -with then., after suffering for a good many years, I occasionally 
complained, Oot little useful response. Right now I’m to the sta^e where. I sym
pathize deeply with the little old lady in the joke who took the scissors from 
дех ^nitting ba^ and snipped the offender’s cigar (the "gentleman" sharin: the 
railroad car with the No Smoking sign posted) in half. -

lour Christmases sound terribly depressing to me. I suppose my Germanic 
background maizes me think there’s no way to celebrate year’s end except in the 
warmtn of cozy house, overloaded tree, piles of cookies and breads and eneral 
wallowin^ in the attendant pa^an customs..

VINEGAR W0R11 (Leman) Oh boy do I bet you get lettersl Wheei There may be 
talent buried under all these pompous introductions, but I think I could find 
it quicker if I didn’t have to shovel down through all this stuff....and that 
Ooes for the subjects you’re parodying, too,

. Harking back to your adventures with- the vanity publisher, I tend to laugh 
a Little J.ess .and be a trifle more annoyed with them than some fans. I have a 
mundane i ri eno. wno has the desperate uroe to write and be published, xier writing 
isnotnino^spectacular, but it is certainly no worse than some tilings currently 
eino publisned, out outside of tellin^ her to just keep writing and submitting 

and try try again there isn’t much one can do in the way of encouragement. It is 
all rather sad, I have warned her sternly about vanity publishers, but I’m afraid 
sne may bet so desperate after months of butting her head against the, to her, 
scone wall ox "Them" in the publishing field that she may fall under the spell of 
a leslie wnoever, 'Nhich makes me annoyed with them, as well as amused.



SELF-FRaSfflVATION (hoffman) Very much enjoyed, even if I Oan’t find anythin- too 
much to say about it.. Only opportunities, if they could be called so, for di-- 

around here are in hounds State Park. Unfortunately, the place has been" 
yell picked over by numerous colle0e classes and amateurs who all got there Iona 
eel ore I aid. The mounds are now so overgroxm that it’s difficult to : rasp their 
man-made nature. .1 understand about all that’s ever been found there are a few 
arrowheads and occasionally a piece of pottery, all long since removed.

allPpP1 • --уС-уи-Д^1 a.-tnnC (nrown) Thore is a sense of time-binding in readin 
У nis aoout miniature golf, The J.ost years of my youth and such. Indyfandom too 
naa its era 01 miniature golf insanity, but that all happened 10-15 years aro, 
wnen у was a young fan and full of enthusiasm. ’ ‘

Pich, I’m not.sure why the conviction the Chi police had ’a vendetta against 
tae aemonstrators in particular, it was well publicized, certainly, but that 
town’s police nave rarely had a World’s .Finest reputation. The one paw out and. 
loo- tne oner way approach has even been immortalized in fill; son: years a o. 
And wnat s all this about the blacks? 1 saw very few blacks in the demonstra- 
ions, and McCarthy in particular lost any chance to get my vote by his clever 

skirting of the civil rights question.

ALIQUOT(heve|in) cere’s hoping you stay a con-fan, /lusty. See you in St.-loui.

WARhC® (.Jergeron) If you think I’m going to stick my toe into such erotic 
waters, featuring such a line-up, as run through this issue, I’m sorry. I’m not 

1 SUst b^and here on the sidelines and admire. Spectacularly

xxl KipG (Sanders) It s good to hear from you again, Joe. And you sound as 
thoutoht±ul as ever, Too much to discuss here to’be treated in a short-short 
rAP-iaine. I 11 nave to write you a twenty page letter one of these days.

DEHTRCi. (laokett) Slalker sounds a trifle your,-. Incidentally, anont this dis- 
cession on mainstream, 1 wonder that Salamanca’s LILZTh got so little notice in 

ihere IS certainly an element.of it — amid the rampant symbol- 
а\го1^1У Stfnal. The narrator asks himself whether or not 

? . truly unbalanced or whether she just might possibly have been in 
tact witn something outside our sphere of knowledge.

the 
con-

was,DIASPAli (Garr) Speaking of people making Peace gestures, NBC,.1 think it 
?ai1^ being disrupted by demonstrators, and while some of them 

ere indeed xlinking.tne V-for-Peace sign several who were well within sharp 
.locus were naming quite another ^esturp, and it boded nothing at all in the di
rection -ou peace. The wonder is that NBC didn’t edit out those pieces of film 
including tnose.esturers.^ Laybe they’re too naive to know what it meant.
, 1 nope you re rignt about the sturdiness of the plotted storv-ih sf. I
nope pou re rignt about the new hope for peace too. 
hadn’t read so much history. It ^ets discouraging.
ST??!? TV2 JOTonoat - naybe. I'n afraid I>n not so sanGuine about
'So°o? ST? ?tSe ° ‘в,ю?.;Гй*’ in -eneral. Idealism bets the imps
you Sere rtht, tho^!. ИУ° 10 K’d be nloe «

I’d feel hopeful if I
The media may make the dif-

SINAPSS (Speer) nverytime i read one of your grammatical bits, whether a nit 
w°H a or SUch ° Say Can You Parse, I wonder what
Jou tnia. of the alternate statements of grammarians that the grammar we are 



currently using in English is all wrong. Their point is the grammar is derived 
from Latin ryamar and the language isn’t, and I gather their stand is the whole 
mess should be thrown out and we should start over, It has sone merit as an idea, 
particularly if you’ve ever tried to explain the rationale for some English gram- 
йаг to a school child. Far too much of it exists solely on the basis of* do it 
that way because the book says so.

TRILL (.Jells) I bet you’re going to get argued with, too,

SAL (Stiles) Hy one objection to drugs as a general tiling for humanity is my fear 
that in too many fields of human endeavor it’s going to mean stagnation, and as 
a result, death for people who could otherwise be kept alive to enjoy their parti
cular things, -I don’t think Banting would have been able to isolate insulin (to 
cite an example rather important to the Coulsons right now) if he had been turned 
on and dropped out to the needs of a larger society that involved large drug man
ufacturing corporations, the A.L.A. and a lot of other sometimes unpleasant .Esta
blishment outfits.

-CACOETrSS (Pelz) Trouble is (or maybe the proper term is tragedy), if we as a 
species cease to eiist in this century or the one inmediateljr following, it will 
have been too late for many of our fellow species. This is the way of nature, I 
suppose, since we are currently the most •successful experiment and that gives us 
the right to crowd out or eliminate any others we choose. We also have the poten- 

* tial to eliminate all• other species, which I don’t thinl: Nature would exactly ap
prove. She probably would make a stab at starting all over again, but if you 
thinl: along those lines you end up on a maddening treadmill,

* ’• • ‘m

QASAR (Chalker) I think maybe you should tall: things over with Donaho. lie says 
the combination masquerade/light show/rock band bit was a smashing success and 
everybody loved it, I wasn’t there, so I can’t say, I can only say to judge by 
the comments in letters- to Yandro by people who were there that opinion ran some
thing like 9 to 1 that while the light show and rock bands were enjoyable, they 
distracted from, the masquerade, rather than contributed. : ' •

"HEUTE (Pavlat) : l^aybe the reason your plant recuperated, so well was that you 
talked to it and defended it against the cat. The current national Wildlife has 
a very fascinating article about a former CIA polygraph expert who hooked up his 
little truth or consequences box to a philodendron and got positive readings. 
In one instance the plant practically had hysterics when he said aloud that fie 
was thinking about burning, one of his leaves. They include the graph paper' and 
everjrthing, and the article is headed bjr a full color picture showing the guy 
■seriously eyeing the philodendron with the polygraph leads hooked onto its leaves. 
We’re trying to decide' just how much they’re kidding, and if they aren’t, what do 
all the vegetarians do now? Ibu hear that, Andys plants are sentient and feel

■ pain when you cut and cook them, so I guess you’ll have to quit eating them, too.

HCIJQUE (Clarke) As someone who, I suspect, transferred more Pickering articles 
to stencil than most FAPAns, I very much appreciated that — only that's what he 
reads like after he’s edited.

I'm sure there are Checkmarks I missed, but- 1 really must get this, tiling on the 
mimeo realsoonnow er it'.s never going to make it.

Tills has been VAiDY =//31» from Robert & Juanita Coulson,- Route (,3> Hartford City, 
Indiana, ^73^2» for 'FAPA mailing 126, February 19^9


